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Appendix A
Project Brief
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Appendix B
Context analysis

The overview of the clusters
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The dimension of scenarios

I also provided another way to categorize each scenario, as shown in the figure above. It can hint 
at the scope and priority of the scenarios. The long-term dimension means that the scenario 
has been existing for a long time and might not disappear immediately in the future, and it is a 
bit harder to disrupt it but easier to conform to it. While the short-term dimension, similar to the 
concept of recent trends, means that the scenario should be highly paid attention to instantly in 
the recent two to three years, otherwise the scenario will change “in a flash”, and the company 
may miss the best time to seize the opportunity or confront the threat. As for the scope, the 
global dimension means that this scenario happens globally, including in the Netherlands, which 
sets up a contextual basis for Valyuu to expand into other countries. While the Netherlands 
dimension means the scenario is identified specifically in the Netherlands, and might not be 
suitable for other countries. In addition, whether the scenario is a threat or opportunity to Valyuu 
is differentiated by colors. 
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Appendix C
Analysis of the company’s strengths and 
weaknesses

How I did this analysis: I first discussed with the co-founders of Valyuu about the resources and capabilities 
that they currently already have. Then, we together continuously compared these with its competitors’ by using 
the competition circle (Figure 3.1 in the report) as an overview of its competitive environment. The conclusion 
of the “Yes” and “No” in the VRIO model (Table 1) could be drawn. And Valyuu’s competitive parities, temporary 
and sustainable competitive advantages could be identified. Also, helps to notice the competitors' highlighted 
capabilities and resources intuitively. So during the comparison, what Valyuu is relatively weak in could emerge. 
This is how Valyuu’s weaknesses (Table 2) were derived. And the texts with the red-color highlight are ones that 
were built on in the main text of the report in Chapter 3.

Table 1. VRIO analysis of Valyuu’s existing capabilities and resources

Table 2. Valyuu’s current weaknesses
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Note: all of the references of the citations below could be found in the reference list in the main 
report.

The expected and actual product lifetime
As mentioned before, it has been noticed that the lifespan of electronics has become incredibly 
shorter in recent years. Cox et al. (2013) have done a qualitative discussion group about 
consumers’ expected product lifetime across England. It covers a wide range of product 
categories not only including electronics. To mention those relevant categories of electronics, on 
average, consumers tend to expect mobile phones to be used for up to 2 years, computers for 
around 3-4 years, and cameras for around 5-6 years. The expected product lifetime is generally 
consistent with the actual product lifetime at least in Europe. For instance, in the category of 
mobile phones, another research in Germany demonstrates that 42% of users replace their 
mobile phones around 2 years or earlier, but also 30% use their devices longer than 5 years 
(Inghels et al, 2021). 

The reasons for product replacement and obsolescence
(1) Replacement due to the desire for the “new”

The main replacement reason for consumers is the desire for a new device with updated 
functions (Proske et al., 2016). Similarly, Cox et al. (2013) propose a product typology, where most 
electronic devices are perceived to belong to the up-to-date type, especially mobile phones. They 
usually have a less expected lifetime, are not always treated carefully, and typically come to EOU 
point before the end of their functional life, due to consumers’ feeling of being “out-of-date”. Also, 
to some consumers, these products play an important role in social identity (Jackson, 2005), and 
are perceived as “lifestyle products and status symbols within a peer group”(Proske et al., 2016). 
This is closely related to psychological obsolescence (Figure 1), which means “the subjective 
aging of products because of fashion, technical trends, and consumption patterns” (Proske et 
al., 2016). So consumers replace products because of those reasons or impulse purchases (van 
Nes, 2010). There are three other types of obsolescence, corresponding with the device status, as 
demonstrated in Figure 13. Among them, functional obsolescence is also related to the up-to-date 
type of products as it is partly caused by market pressure, which means consumers subjectively 
attach importance to new features published by manufacturers (Proske et al., 2016). So that the 
owned device is not technically new anymore, resulting in promoting their motivation to replace 
it. 

Figure 1. Different types of obsolescence according to the electronic device status, as adapted from 
Proske et al. (2016)

Another relevant product type to this project according to Cox et al. (2013) is the investment 
type, which means consumers would invest time, finance, and emotions in the product. They 
will, for example, conduct tiny research on product performance before purchase, treat it well 
in use, or even wish to find a “good home” for it at the point of disposal. Also, repair behavior is 
not uncommon to be seen in this product type, as the initial “investment” makes the repair value 
more evident. 

(2) Replacement due to technical failures

This leads to another reason for replacement, which is technical failure that accounts for around 
or less than 50% of the reason for replacement (Proske et al., 2016; Sabbaghi et al., 2015). The 
most frequent broken components of the device are the display and battery, coming after the 
case, board, and button (Raihanian Mashhadi et al., 2016). According to Proske et al. (2016), a 
broken display accounts for 52% of the most common damage, while a weak or broken battery 
accounts for 40%. As stated before, the common behavior of consumers after failures happen is 
to replace a new one. In case this happens, only 34% of consumers have tried or asked for repair 
before replacement, in other words, among consumers who replace devices after failures, more 
than 60% without even trying or asking for repair as they assume that a repair would be too cost-
intensive (Proske et al., 2016). 

Appendix D
Electronics consumption behaviors 
(part of the literature review)
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[Attention and preference]
• As our topic is related to electronics, so firstly I wonder do you have any preference for a 

certain category of electronics?
• for example, compared to other categories (e.g. eating, traveling, clothing, cosmetics, etc.) or 

any other hobbies you have? Do you pay more attention or money to electronics?
• [what category?] do you pay more attention to:

• the whole category of electronics?
• only some specific categories? can you give some examples of the categories you pay more 

attention to? and why?
• people who like it:
• how do you pay more attention? examples? (e.g. pay attention to online information/trends of 

electronics, watch videos from Youtubers)
• why do you like it? what kind of features of electronics really attract you? 
• do you have any other hobbies?
• people who don’t like it / just so-so:
• in addition, can you give some examples of your hobby?

[Ownership and EOU displosal]
• then let’s talk about what electronics you own (smartphone, laptop, tablet, game console, 

smartwatch, drone, camera, speaker, headphone).
• current (you can think of those currently at your hands, and in your home), what categories 

and how many electronics do you have?
• you can start with those you still use very often now?

• and then comes to those you seldom use now (store)

• why store?
• before (then, let’s think about those electronics you previously had but were not yours 

anymore)
• can you name some of them?

• what was their fate? how did you deal with your EOU electronics before? (e.g. sell, give it free 

away, store at home, throw it away)
• why?
• Have you ever thought of how to deal with those obsolete electronics (carefully)? 

• Yes-how?

• No-never
• Have you ever sold any other categories of second-hand products other than electronics?
• Yes
• what?
• why do you think you would sell them?

• Compared to selling electronics, what is the difference between selling XXX and selling 

electronics?
• future (plan to have)
• do you have any electronics you plan to buy in the near future? why?

[Purchasing, replacement, and maintenance]
• Okay, we are now talking about purchasing electronics, so in general, I wonder

• what you think triggered you to (intend to) buy new electronics / replace an old one?                         

• how often did you buy a new one?

• when you bought a new one, how long did you expect it to be used by you? can you give 

some examples?
• then, if you had an older device being replaced when you bought a new one, what was its 

status? (e.g. still functional, broken) can you give some examples?
• what did you do before you decided to buy which type/version/brand of electronics?
• (compare price, ask people who know more about it, search on the internet for feedback and 

comments, KOL) the mental effort of buying and selling is almost the same
• where and how did you usually buy electronics?

• after buying, how did you usually treat them? did you maintain your electronics sometimes? 

(e.g. use it carefully, buy a screen protector, phone case, or some peripherals; upgrade your 
system, clean or sort out your data periodically)

• Yes-how did you maintain your electronics? can you give some examples

• No-then how did you treat them, can you give some examples

• have you ever experienced any broken down of a device? and what did you do if some 

devices broke down? examples? 
• did you take it apart or repair it yourself?
• how did you feel when a device broke down?

• How did you feel when you needed to learn new features or acquire new information about 

electronics? 

For people who usually sell
[Ability & motivation & trigger]
• Okay, as you have ever sold your products on Valyuu
• I wonder was it the first time you sold your electronics?

• ***[first-time seller] Have you ever heard of any other platforms to sell electronics?

• ***why didn’t you sell your products on those platforms but choose Valyuu?

• ***[first-time seller] What kinds of selling platforms have you ever used before, other than 

Valyuu?
• name?

• why did you choose Valyuu this time to sell?

• what are the differences in selling experience compared to Valyuu? (e.g. the process of 

handing over your products and getting money)
• how do you feel about using Valyuu compared to other platforms?

• ***[not first-time seller] How often did you sell your products?

Appendix E
Semi-structured interview guide
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• e.g. did you sell it every time when it is obsolete / right after you buy a new product?

• What did you do before selling? (e.g. compare price)

• How did you deal with the device before selling it?

• What moments do you think triggered you to decide to sell? / when did you intend to sell? 

any storage time? (Trigger)
• e.g. before a new product launch, the moment to buy new products

• What do you think are the most significant motivation for your selling? (motivator)

• e.g. money, sustainability, helping others in need

• Do you think you have any considerations that might prevent you from selling? (demotivator, 

e.g. concerns about the data security, or personal attachment)
• [evaluation] Could you grade your general willingness to sell from 1 to 10 (1 means absolutely 

don’t want to sell, 10 means willing to sell it every time when it is obsolete)
• Do you talk to others about your selling? and why? (e.g. share information, and benefits, call 

on other people to sell, etc.)
• Have you ever heard of any recycling platforms? and what is your opinion towards recycling 

compared to selling?

For people who usually store
[Ability & motivation & trigger]
• why do you think you usually don’t sell? / what is your consideration of not selling? 

(demotivator) 
• how much money can motivate you to sell? percentage

• Have you ever heard of any second-hand electronics platforms that allow you to sell?

• name?

• where did you hear from?

• Have you ever heard of any recycling platforms? and what is your opinion towards recycling 

compared to selling?
• [evaluation] Could you grade your general willingness to sell from 1 to 10 (1 means absolutely 

don’t want to sell, 10 means willing to sell it every time when it is obsolete)
• In case you would sell someday, what do you think will be the (most important) motivation for 

you to sell? (motivator)
• and at what moment? (Trigger)

• [After I present Valyuu’s existing services to them] Do you think you want to have a try of 

Valyuu’s services someday in the future?

Then the last question is: based on your observation, what about the situation of your friends or 
families? Do they sell or store their electronics? Do they replace or buy very often, etc…can you 
give some examples (e.g. parents, siblings, cousins, other relatives; peer friends)

Ending: Alright, that’s all for the interview. Your answers are really valuable to us, I hope we can 
stay in contact later. Thanks again for your participation! 

[This page is intentionally left blank]
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Appendix F
Data analysis and part of the result of the 
consumer research

Data analysis process
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Segmentation results among the interviewees

Other notable insights across segments
Below are some other insights identified but are not closely related to the main story of the 
report, but might be interesting for Valyuu to refer to.

(1) Supports happen commonly within one’s social network in the electronics field

As stated before, most people’s first consideration when dealing with EOU electronics is to give 
them away to family members or friends, because of convenience and reliability. Similarly, another 
very interesting phenomenon revealed from consumer research is that, within an individual's 
friend circle, people who have lower knowledge tend to ask people with higher knowledge 
levels for information support about electronics, such as recommendations for a new device or 
discussions about a certain failure. Also, when people face a certain failure of the device and 
would like to repair it, they usually won’t go to the offline random store to seek repair service 
directly but would rather prefer to ask reliable and capable friends to check and repair the device 
first. All of these prove that people are craving for certainty when they face a lot of uncertainty in 
the electronic market.

(2) Creative usage of the spare part or function

Among the four segments, especially A, B, and D, some people could come up with the reuse 
method in a different way. For example, people who have more disassembling knowledge, tend 
to keep some functional components of the EOU devices for reuse, especially in the category of 
laptops or desktop computers. However, some other people who have a more creative mindset, 
tend to reuse the remaining function of the device for other purposes, such as keeping the 
obsoleted smartphone simply as an alarm clock, or turning the obsoleted iPad into a digital 
picture frame.
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Appendix G
Result of the rating scores of each segment

The weight of each criterion was derived from the discussion with Valyuu’s co-founders.
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Appendix H
Schedule of the co-creation workshop

Workshop schedule for the participants to read in the workshop
Workshop schedule for myself to instruct the workshop
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Appendix I
Inspirational design elements in the design guideline

Hierarchy 1: 
• Periodic events: If Valyuu could hold a series of recurring events with fixed dates and similar 

forms, it can have multiple opportunities to catch the target group’s attention and sustain 
their interest in a good level. In this way, the target group could develop a sense of belonging 
and even loyalty to Valyuu’s brand.

• Self-expression: If “selling” to Valyuu or using Valyuu’s services is a way for the target group 

to express themselves, such as about their beliefs or attitude towards sustainability, caring, 
no compromise that aligns with its brand story and personality (see Confidential Appendix 
1), they would probably feel proud and confident to recommend Valyuu to others. This could 
possibly form a virtuous circle of raising awareness and advocacy.

• Gifting: If Valyuu could let the target group feel they are treated with bonuses or profits so 

that they feel good like receiving a gift, customers' reciprocal behaviors might be triggered. 
Then they probably would be more aware and loyal to the brand, consider it seriously, and 
even recommend it to others.

• Story: By using the techniques of storytelling, such as conflict, Valyuu could compose a story 

to provide well-crafted visions that give importance to the simple act of “selling”. The target 
group might feel a sense of achievement towards the vision they acknowledged after selling, 
which also aligns with its brand story.

• Loss aversion: Can Valyuu reverse the fact that the target group would feel loss aversion 

towards selling to another situation that they might feel loss aversion of not selling? This 
element could be combined well with the design opportunity 2. If the value of “selling” is 
really unexpected or limited, and even unique compared to competitors, they probably regret 
not acquiring it.

• Need for certainty: as stated before, the target group is under huge uncertainty when 

considering “selling”. This element provides another angle to ease uncertainty, which is to 
provide sufficient information about selling to the customers. And this works better when 
combined with the design opportunity 1.

Hierarchy 2: (briefly explain)
• Surprise & curiosity: provide surprise, and arouse the sense of curiosity so as to raise 

awareness
• Familiarity bias: when the selling process or value could be combined with something the 

target group is already very familiar with, like some activities or feasts, they can develop a 

preference naturally towards it.
• Limited duration: when purposefully setting up a scenario with limited duration to let the 

target group decide on whether or not to sell, it can truly accelerate their speed of making 
decisions and guide them to make the choice of “selling”.

• Removing status quo bias: Can Valyuu inform the target group of the harm of inaction so as 

to remove the status quo bias?
• Variable rewards: Can the “selling” reward be made “random” and unexpected so as to make 

the experience unique?
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Appendix J
The unchosen initial concepts

Concept 2: Conventional referral programme: referral 
greeting card

Marketing channels:

Valyuu’s official website and Whatsapp

Scenario:

During some festival periods when people might often greet each other and declutter things in 
their homes, the target audience receives some greeting information in virtual referral & greeting 
cards from friends or families. And the card is provided by Valyuu.

How it works: 

During Dutch festivals like King’s day or Christmas, family parties are held frequently. Usually, 
customers would also declutter stuff in their homes, throw away old stuff or sell them in the flea 
market. Also, some activities like a small trip that requires some expenses could happen. This is a 
nice opportunity to arouse their awareness of selling as an option. Valyuu could invite its current 
sellers to generate their own referral & greeting cards and send them to their friends or families 
via Whatsapp that includes the target group. It contains some greeting information about the 
festival and recommending information about selling. 

When the receiver gets registered, the sender could get 1€* cash reward per person; and if the 

receiver sells his or her devices successfully, the sender could receive 3%* of the selling price as 
commission fees. And the receiver can get 5% value-added by selling through this channel. 

Criterion used:

1-the referral within the friend or family circle
2-the expression of attitude, thoughts, and beliefs in the referral & greeting card
3-the action of sending the card is like gifting
4-the design of the card could aim to raise the receiver's curiosity

Brief evaluation:

Advantages: 
Festival could be a nice opportunity to conduct referral activity as it combines people’s already 
existed habits quite well and also contains some potential needs to be met;

Limitations:
During the festival, a lot of other brands are also doing marketing activities, how to stand out in 
the competition then?

Uniquenesses:
Usually the conventional referral programme only uses the referral code. But this concept makes 
the combination of the referral information into a greeting card, which is unique.
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Concept 3: Unconventional referral programme: selling 
together with a group

Marketing channels: 

Valyuu’s official website, offline posters

Scenario:

The posters are put on the walls of neighborhoods, office buildings, and schools that have higher 
traffic. 

How it works:

The attractive poster could raise awareness of selling on the target audiences’ way to homes, 
offices, or schools. In those places, they often meet and communicate frequently with their 
families, colleagues, or schoolmates. The target audience might become curious and take a look 
at it. There is a QR code on the poster that leads them to Valyuu’s official website, where they 
can generate an invitation to others to call for selling. The rule is that if 3* people sell together, 
everyone in the group can receive gifts or 5%* value added. And when handing over their 
devices, the group can order a door-to-door pick-up service at a fixed location of their office, 
living, or school buildings. 

Criterion used: 

1-sell together within a group
2-the design of the poster should raise their curiosity and trigger them to explore more

Brief evaluation:

Advantages:
Group selling can largely increase the quantity of the selling devices.

Limitations:
Who could be the initiator to lead others for participation?

Uniquenesses:
It takes advantage of the already existing communication scenarios between people so as to 
recommend;

When it combines with the door-to-door pick-up service, it can ease the workload of both the 
customers and Valyuu’s workers. 
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Concept 6: Valyuu’s peripheral products

Marketing channels: 

the product itself is a marketing channel

Scenario:

When customers see someone is using cute Valyuu’s peripheral products such as the phone 
case, the canvas bag, and stickers, they probably will become curious and start getting to know 
the brand.

How it works:

This is inspired by Design Analogy 2. Some current Valyuu’s users get Valyuu’s peripheral 
products from some channels. They are well-designed and represent their own styles and beliefs 
so they use them very often. This might also attract the attention of other surrounding people to 
be familiar with Valyuu’s brand.

Criterion used:

1-when the products are used by many people, including friends and families;
2-it could be a way to express personal beliefs about sustainability;
3-it could raise the curiosity of the audience wanting to explore the brand;

Brief evaluation:

Advantages: 
it can fuel forming a trend and leave a good impression on the audiences

Limitations:
the conversion rate is hard to be estimated and might be low

Uniquenesses:
The form is original and haven’t been seen easily in the Netherlands
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Concept 8: Surprise bag

Marketing channels: 

offline channels

Scenario: 

when the target audience is shopping or hanging out

How it works:

Those surprise bags are placed on some offline channels, such as Valyuu’s own offline stores 
or booths. They can either be sent as gifts or purchased. They are eye-catching and trigger the 
audience's curiosity to have a look. The bag contains several peripheral products of Valyuu. 
During the time customers are unpacking the bag, they are in the mood of exploring, so they 
are open to acquiring new information. Hence, some booklets that educate people about the 
importance and value of selling EOU devices by storytelling could be placed into the bag and 
read well by audiences. And information about the selling process can also be introduced.

Criterion used:

1-the booklet explain the value of selling
2, 4, and,5-the format of the surprise bag provides a sense of curiosity and surprise, and is playful 
and interesting. 
3-this bag is sent as a gift, or if by purchasing, usually, the price is much lower than the market 
price, so customers might feel a sense of gain like receiving gifts
6-The products in each bag are different

Brief evaluation:

Advantages:
It is an interesting way to introduce Valyuu’s brand and selling as an option

Limitations:
It is kind of making the marketing campaign complex that requires many resources, and then the 
ROI might also be low.

Uniquenesses:
It could make Valyuu as a brand more memorable
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Concept 9: Real-time digits display

Marketing channels: 

offline video billboard, Valyuu’s official website

Scenario: 

on the street or station

How it works:

The video billboard simply visualizes the value of selling or the harm of not selling on different 
topics, such as the real-time display of the number of the e-waste generated in the Netherlands, 
or the selling price drop tendency. A QR code on the billboard that leads the audience to Valyuu’s 
website is also provided.

Criterion used:

1-different values will be visualized via different kinds of data
2-customers curiosity will be sparked and their consideration will be triggered
3-the data demonstrated creates an urgency of selling

Brief evaluation:

Advantages: 
The traffic of viewing an offline billboard might be good

Limitations:
It is hard to find a place where a video billboard could be placed in the Netherlands

Uniquenesses: 
The live data demonstrated is attractive and unique
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Appendix K
The results of the Harris Profile 
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Appendix L
The theory behind the story arc 
(the Three-act Structure)

Source: What is Arch Plot and Classic Design? . (2013, June 5). Ingrid Sundberg. http://ingridsundberg.com/2013/06/05/what-is-arch-plot-and-classic-design/?utm_source=lit-litfan&utm_

medium=social-fb&utm_term=100115&utm_content=link&utm_campaign&origin=lit_litfan_social_fb_link__100115
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Appendix M
The design and answers of the validation 
questionnaire
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Appendix N
Detailed explanations of the result of the final 
concept validation

Validation result with the target group

Below are the detailed explanations of the validation results with the target group, including the 
summary of pros, cons, and recommendations

The possibility of participants clicking on the link to Valyuu’s promotion web pages

As for the conversion rate of clicking on the link recommended by the Youtuber after watching 
the video, most of the participants are curious and want to click on the link to have a look at the 
website. For example, one participant indicated that “If I can sell at a higher price with no risk, 
why not?” Another participant showed good retention potential: “I want to have a try to use 
this website to sell, and if it works well the first time, then I probably would like to sell my other 
devices to them as well in the future.” However, only one participant didn’t make sure whether he 
will click on the link but indicated that it depends on the timing when he watches it, for example, 
if he just browses Youtube late at night before sleep when he is very tired, he will definitely not 
clicking on the link or even leave half-way of the video. This will be further elaborated on in the 
“cons and recommendations“ part of the video below.  

The possibility of participants filling in the email

After clicking on the link, most participants were willing to collect the coupon and register their 
e-mail on Valyuu’s website. Because “it just requires some simple clicks but enables you to earn 
extra money. Why not?” Besides, a lot of praise went to the “two-year validity” of the coupon 
because such a long validity truly triggered them to collect and register as they consider they 
might need it in the following two years due to their planning of replacing electronic devices. 
While only one participant was not willing to collect the coupon at the moment because she 
hates the form of the pop-up window and asks for filling in the e-mail before she has a glance 
at the whole website. Besides, together with the countdown design of the coupon, there 
was a nice discussion among the participants, which would be explained in the “cons and 
recommendations“ part of the web pages below.

The possibility of participants having try of selling their devices to Valyuu soon

When comes to whether they would try selling to Valyuu soon, the conversion rate is a bit lower 
as expected. Because some of them don’t really have available devices to be sold to Valyuu at 
the moment, either due to their hoarded devices being too old to be sold or due to their available 
devices are not covered by Valyuu’s current services. However, among them, the good point is 
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that two participants expressed that they probably would like to sell to Valyuu the next year when 
they replace their smartphones. Although the conversion period is a bit longer, there were still 
around three participants who happened to have available devices at the moment and indicated 
that they want to try selling to Valyuu at least once soon.

Pros, cons, and recommendations for improvements

1. The design of the video
(1) Pros:
The explanation of the environmental value is really motivating: 
During the discussion, most participants felt that when adding the explanation of the 
environmental value is much more motivating than merely explaining the monetary value. 
This also aligns with the insights from the research phase where the current sellers attach 
importance to the reuse value. In this case, after the lazy ignorers’ awareness has been raised, the 
contribution to the environment is also an indispensable motivator for them to choose to sell as 
long as the action is easy enough to do. 

• The content about the meaningless to hoard devices arouses audiences’ resonance well 

and increases persuasiveness: 
In the video, there is an important part explaining the influencer’s own thoughts and stories about 
hoarding electronic devices, especially the self-reflection about the meaningless of hoarding 
devices. Because the influencer expressed that she had never used those hoarded devices 
again once till now, or never looked at them to recall any memories. This situation also widely 
exists among the audiences but they were not aware. After being pointed out by the influencer, 
audiences felt resonated and also started self-reflection about the meaningless to hoard devices, 
then, the persuasiveness got increased accordingly. 

The demonstration of the whole process using Valyuu’s services creates a good picture of it in 
audiences’ minds: 

The influencer leading the audience through the whole process successfully conveyed the 
easiness and convenience of Valyuu’s services. 

(2) Cons and recommendations:
• The form of embedding Valyuu into influencers’ videos was a bit obtrusive and lengthy:

The video spends longer time than the audiences’ expected to introduce Valyuu’s services. Some 
of them implied that they would probably leave halfway through the video in the real scenario if 
the content cannot really attract them to continue watching it. 

Recommendations for improvements: the topic is about how to attract them as much as 
possible to watch the video completely. So the hook at the beginning of the video should be really 
attractive to audiences and the embedding of the referral of Valyuu in the video should be more 
gentle. During the discussion, some examples were nominated by participants. For instance, 
the influencer could show his experience of selling devices on 5 different platforms and talk 
about the pros and cons of those platforms and finally recommend Valyuu; or, the referral could 

be embedded into a traveling Vlog when the influencer talks about how to manage the budget 
of the trip at the end of the video and then expresses that selling to Valyuu covers his traveling 
expenses nicely. 

• Less consideration about the timing when publicizing the video:

As stated above, except for the attractiveness of the video, one very important element to decide 
the conversion rate is whether they have the mood and time to click on the link, another is 
whether they have available devices to be sold at the moment. Due to some participants don’t 
have available devices, the conversion rate decreased. 

Recommendations for improvements: So the timing should be accurate and carefully chosen. 
Firstly, it is suggested to carefully select some periods of time to publicize the video during the 
year when there are peaks of customers replacing electronic devices, such as after Apple’s new 
product launching events, or according to the prediction of customers’ purchasing data of newer 
devices from other possible channels. Secondly, for a more precise time frame, the video is better 
to be launched on weekends or vacations during the daytime when people have more free time 
and energy.  In this way, the conversation rate could be improved to a higher level. 

2. The design of the promotion web pages
(1) Pros:
• The two-year validity of the coupon really triggers audiences to collect and register: 

The audiences might not have available devices at the moment, but they might have some after 
one or two years. With this in mind, I designed the validity of the coupon to be two-year. And it 
turned out that such a long validity triggered their collecting and registering behaviors very well 
because they always have in mind that it might be useful in the future. 

• The visualization of the green contribution per device on the homepage is inspiring:

This visualization enabled them to have a clear understanding of how much green contribution 
they could do by selling what kinds of devices, which is eye-catching and rarely to be seen on 
any other platforms. 

(2) Cons and recommendations:
• The pop-up window of the coupon and the form asking to fill in the email frustrated some 

audiences: 
As observed in the answers from the questionnaire and the discussion, some participants don’t 
really prefer the pop-up window of the coupon. One participant’s willingness of selling even 
decreased a bit after clicking on the link and seeing the pop-up coupon asking for an email. They 
explained that they always like to wander around the website as a guest before they decide to 
register. 
Recommendations for improvements: the coupon probably doesn’t need to pop up so 
obtrusively or early as an opening page for audiences to enter Valyuu’s website. It can, for 
example, pop up halfway when they browse the website or exactly after they try to assess the 
value of a certain device. Or it can be shown more mildly on the page without using a pop-up 
window. 
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• The countdown of the coupon makes some audiences feel they are pushed and 

controlled: 
The main idea of the countdown is to urge them to make up their mind to collect and register 
more quickly in a limited timeframe. This kind of feeling among audiences is an expected risk 
when designing the concept, but I also expected the benefits of increasing their motivation to 
collect and register. But it turned out that it didn’t function well in this case. It even didn’t increase 
any of their motivation, however, it in turn let them feel they were under control and were pushed 
to collect and register.

Recommendations for improvements: It might be better to remove the countdown function in 
the coupon, but make it a gift for every newcomer to Valyuu honestly.

Validation result with the co-founders
Below are detailed explanations of the recommendations from co-founders.

(1) To make the combination of inviting micro-and-macro-influencers:

It is hard to estimate the effect of inviting several numbers of micro-influencers compared with 
one or two macro-influencers. After browsing several influencers’ videos about the competitor, 
Swappie, and taking their data as references, a better method might be to have a combination 
of micro-and-macro-influencers so as to cover the public interest to the full potential within the 
budget.
 
(2) To cut down and select the most suitable elements for the specific field of one 

video: 

Nowadays, customers’ attention span is reducing under the ”short-video era“. Launching a 
lengthy video might require more techniques of an influencer to continuously attract audiences’ 
attention along the way, with still higher risks of them leaving halfway. Then it might be better if 
those good elements could be simplified and not necessarily need to be proposed one time in 
one video. For example, to distribute those good elements into several videos that suit the best in 
specific fields of influencers, so as to make the story in one video lighter, simpler and stronger.  

(3) To make the launching time of the video more accurate:

This is also related to the recommendation derived from the validation with the target group 
above. Based on that, the launch or recommended time for an individual can be identified by the 
algorithm of the video platform with big data analysis. There are some key indicators that could 
be captured, for example, a recent record of searching for shopping new electronic devices, or 
if the person has a recent record of purchasing electronic products. These may indicate that the 
person has a potential device that is about to be obsolete and can be sold soon. This could help 
Valyuu to launch its marketing materials more accurately and push the short-term ROI to the 
highest level.  

[The Ends.]


